Connecting to the world from Maruyama CLS in Japan!

SoftBank is now ready to provide the latest Subsea cable and C/S colocation service!

Submarine Cable “Jupiter”
- In addition to the existing facilities, new 4th building “D” is ready from December 2019
- Provides colocation service and connectivity to submarine cables and domestic backhaul for metro area of Tokyo.

Maruyama C/S New Building D
- 5 fiber pairs, more than 60Tbps capability as a transpacific route
- Landed at Maruyama cable station operated by SoftBank.

①Jupiter Cable System
Intercontinental shortest path by 10G & 100G

Landed and terminated at Maruyama C/S
Terminated at DownTown LA
Landed at Harmosa Beach L/S
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New “Building-D” for Colocation Service

- **Space**
  - 500㎡ (≒5400 sq ft) × 3 Floors
- **Power**
  - 2,000 kVA
- **Customer**
  - More than 30 existing customers
- **Security**
  - Face Authentication System
  - QR code
- **Disaster Prevention:**
  - Piloti and 10m height column structure for Tsunami
  - Anti-Seismic for earthquake

③ Unique point SoftBank can only provide

Major global players are already using SoftBank’s Maruyama CLS services. You can connect to all over the world through our services.

**Please Contact:**
SoftBank Corp.
10847120_p@g.softbank.co.jp